Dress Standard Outline
Whilst providing exceptional care to our clients nominated loved ones. It is important for us
to present ourselves in a manner that is modest and professional that allows us to perform
our duties without the hazards some wardrobe and accessory choices can lead too.
Here is one example of appropriate wardrobe choice (very well planned one)

There are many factors that go into planning a nannie’s outfit, this is as you need to be
prepared for any activity, activities that may include you rolling on the floor or kicking the ball
around outside. All of which can result in your clothes being ruined, stained, ripped, and
stretched out of shape. In order for us all to be aligned in regards to modest and professional
attire we have provided a list of the items we wish for you to avoid when representing Fab
Nannies.
Large dangly earrings
High heels
Low cut (front or back tops)
Revealing or transparent clothing
Thongs or sandals
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Clothing with inappropriate language or
images
Extremely short skirts or shorts (Mid-thigh
or longer)
Spaghetti strapped singlets
Untidy clothing (including latest trends of
ripped jeans)
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Swim wear – Bikinis (one piece

recommended)

Here are a few things we would like to encourage you do
Shower before your shift

Brush your teeth

Wear deodorant

Wear sun screen (make up and lotion)

Brush your hair and keep tidy

Take a hat with you

We have confidence that as we take pride in our hygiene and personal appearance, by maintaining a high
level of modest and professional clothing our clients will respect our efforts and have more of an inclination
to continue to use our services and to refer us to third parties increasing more work opportunities for
yourself and fellow nannie’s.

As a contracted representative I agree to adhere to the Dress Standards as outlined in this document.

Name:

Date:

Signature:
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